CALLING ALL JP MOMS

Join the Career Volunteer Mentor Program

The Career Volunteer Mentor Program (CVMP) is a 6-week virtual experience that pairs JP moms with career professionals. Together, each pair will complete four 1:1 engagements using our CVMP curriculum. This program promotes cross-cultural learning and increases economic connectedness.

JP MOMS ARE ALREADY STRONG LEADERS and expert problem-solvers; we’re working to dismantle the systemic barriers and public narratives that keep hiring managers from seeing those truths. CVMP will empower both JP moms and experienced career professionals to write new narratives.

EMPOWERMENT FOR JP MOMS
By participating in CVMP, JP Moms will learn how to own and leverage their experiences to create powerful career profiles via LinkedIn, translate their experiences into transferable, concrete competencies and skill sets, and benefit from the insight, advice, and support of their Career Volunteer Mentor.

EMPOWERMENT FOR CAREER VOLUNTEER MENTORS (CVM)
By participating in CVMP, CVMs will deepen their understanding of the systemic challenges that impede economic mobility for single mothers, receive trauma informed mentorship training, and experience the success of coaching and supporting emerging professionals.

WHAT TO EXPECT

- 90-Minute Career Training
- Four 1:1 Engagement Sessions with a Mentor
- Assistance with building a powerful resume AND LinkedIn Profile
- A FREE photoshoot with a professional photographer

FOR MORE INFORMATION
HTTPS://JEREMIAHPROGRAM.ORG/CVMP OR CVMP@JEREMIAHPROGRAM.ORG

JP MOM REQUIREMENTS
- Must have completed Empowerment & Leadership Training
- Complete the registration form on the JP website
- Attend mandatory 90-minute CVMP Training Session
- Attend scheduled mandatory Kick-Off Meeting
- Meet a minimum of 4x, 1:1 with your CVM
- Commit up to a maximum of 10 hours over 6 weeks
- Be willing to participate in our Virtual Networking Experience (Closing Event)

This program is available to current JP Moms and JP Mom Alumni. Also, you can participate in CVMP multiple times! Ready to sign-up?